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Optimized façade design using pattern searching
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Increase in building design complexity +  tight energy legislation
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Optimization process in
time consuming since 
many antagonistic issues 
have to be resolved
Shading
Lighting
  
Problem: Optimize energy consumption-comfort
Solution:  Explore large regions of possible solutions fast (global 
   optimization methods)
“Land” of solutions
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Requirements when a building design optimization problem is 
approached:
• Existence of non-analytic objective function
• Non-linear inequality constrain
• Time consuming simulation
• Use of continouus and dicrete design variables
  
Genetic algorithms
• Fitness function (I.e. energy consumption)
• Definition of parameters i.e. window width  
varying from 0.1 to 3.1 m with 0.1 m steps.
(3.1-0.1*10 which is < 25.  Thus 5 bits to describe this 
parameter.
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Hooke-Jeeves pattern search
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Exploratory 
moves
Pattern moves
What happens if 
starting point is here ?
  
MIT Design Advisor                   COMFEN
Focus on the facade
80% of building’s cost have been determined during the conceptual 
design phase.
You have to design first  and then energy consumption is calculated
New tools have been presented recently 
  
Case study using Genopt+EnergyPlus
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GENOPT “drives” the optimization
procedure
  
Case study using Genopt+EnergyPlus
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Case study using Genopt+EnergyPlus
Closed blinds Horizontal blinds
  
Case study using Genopt+EnergyPlus
Optimization procedure took into account :
• Four cardinal Orientations
• Window size
• Three glazing types (clear, Spectrally selective, reflective)
• Two external shading systems (blinds, overhang)
• Dimming
South orientation
  
Case study using Genopt+EnergyPlus
  
Case study using Genopt+EnergyPlus
Average processing time with Core 2 Quad 2.66 was ~15 min
  
Case study using Genopt+EnergyPlus
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Case study using Genopt+EnergyPlus
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Case study using Genopt+EnergyPlus
•Optimization is extremely useful during the initial design stage
•For simple façade design problems setting up Genopt is relatively fast
•Split up the problem to different alternative scenarios. 
• Using a lighting control system (with or without shading) have a major 
   impact  on opening size and position.
• Changing objective function can drive to different design
How is defined an objective function that
takes into account both energy consumption 
and comfort?
• Unfortunately, without knowing the mathematical limitations results can be
    problematic
  
Thank you for your attention
